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ABSTRACT

Creating and Automatically Grading Annotated Questions

Alicia Crowder Wood
Department of Computer Science, BYU
Master of Science

We have created a question type that allows teachers to easily create questions, helps provide an intuitive user experience for students to take questions, and reduces the time it currently takes teachers to grade and provide feedback to students. This question type, or an “annotated” question, will allow teachers to test students’ knowledge in a particular subject area by having students “annotate” or mark text and video sources to answer questions. Through user testing we determined that overall the interface and the implemented system decrease the time it would take a teacher to grade annotated quiz questions. However, there are some limitations based on the way students answered text annotated questions that would require a rewrite of the user interface and system design to decrease the grading time even more for teachers.
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1. Introduction

Being able to analyze a student’s learning and do it quickly is a necessity for teachers. Currently there are few good ways of solving this problem. The current solutions most teachers use are multiple-choice and open-ended questions, but this is insufficient. We have created a new type of question that is more open-ended than multiple-choice questions and is more quickly gradable than open-ended questions. This new question type is called an annotated question – one that can be created easily by teachers, taken easily by students, and quickly graded by teachers.

Multiple-choice questions are a quick solution to the problem of making easy to grade questions, but do not always engage students in the course material as much as possible. Multiple-choice questions provide a finite set of possible answers, which instead of promoting learning, promotes eliminating bad answer choices and guessing one correct answer. This is completely opposite the goal of quizzes and tests, which is to evaluate how much and how well students are learning course materials. In addition, some questions in a multiple-choice form may not be as applicable in some subject areas that are more subjective or have more than one “correct” answer. For example, the question shown in Figure 1-1 is an example of an inadequate multiple choice question in a history class. This question is searching for one right response, but in fact one choice does not fully answer this question. Most people may think “Thomas Jefferson” is the correct answer, but in reality, all five of these men were appointed by the Continental Congress to draft the Declaration of Independence [6]. This question is misleading and seems forced to fit into a multiple-choice form. One might think that adding other response options such as “all of the above” or “none of the above” solves this issue, however based on studies done by Popham, this type of question is considered invalid [10]. For students taking a quiz question with these types of options, if they find two correct answers they do not need to know about the validity of the other two answers, and can pick the “all of the above” option and still be correct. Also, in some subject areas, a multiple choice question does
not always work the best, but teachers of large classes end up using multiple-choice tests because of their time constraints.

![Multiple Choice Test](image)

*Figure 1. An example of a bad multiple choice question.*

Open-ended questions are another option chosen by many teachers because they are more flexible and less restrictive than multiple-choice questions can sometimes be. The drawback is that open-ended questions take much longer for teachers to grade and take even longer to provide feedback when a student has answered a question incorrectly. For big classes with a large number of students, open-ended questions do not scale because they take too much time for teachers and TAs to grade and provide adequate feedback to all the students. This almost defeats the purpose of a more open-ended question – if a teacher chooses not to use multiple choice questions because of their restrictive nature, but then is not able to provide adequate feedback to students on open-ended questions, the students’ learning is again hindered. Students can learn a lot by seeing what they did wrong on a test and being told the correct answer and how they may have misunderstood.

Also, not all types of questions are educationally stimulating as shown in Figure 1-2. Instead of grading recall or recognition questions, we have learned how to quickly grade and give feedback on analysis or application questions. An annotated question causes students to have to study or analyze a given the source and apply what they have learned by annotating the sources instead of merely recognizing or recalling an answer. On the question scale shown in Figure 1-2, an annotation question is at least better than a recall question, and it closer to a synthesis question.
It will be beneficial to teachers and students to have some type of question that is more flexible than multiple choice, and applicable across more subjects, but still quickly gradable. Also, being able to provide useful feedback to students in a timely manner is crucial.

We need a good question that:

- Engages students with the course material
- Is applicable to many different subjects and classes.
- Can be graded quickly by teachers.
- Is able to give students good feedback.
- Is easy for teachers to create
- Is easy for students to take

For most teachers, having a solution that meets all these criteria would help save a lot of time, as well as allow them to use the time they already have more effectively. Teachers will be able to better prepare for classes by having better feedback of which questions were most commonly missed and the way that
students answered those questions incorrectly. Teachers and TAs will also be able to spend the time they would have spent grading, better contributing to student achievement in other ways – such as more one-on-one office hours, or time to be spent with smaller groups of struggling students [15].

Students will also be able to more quickly receive feedback and further understanding on concepts they may not have fully understood initially. This is especially critical in classes which build on a student’s understanding of prior units or concepts. If the student does not fully understand the first concept after being tested on that knowledge, it sets them up for a higher rate of failure for the future concepts learned if they have not been provided with a solid base of understanding.

We believe a possible solution to these issues is to create a new type of question along with an “automatic” grading system. This new question requires students to annotate sources such as a text document or a video. These questions are more open-ended than multiple choice but still allow teachers to quickly grade the responses. Annotating, which is marking or highlighting specific parts of a source can be applied to almost any subject area. A teacher can upload a document or video and ask students to annotate the source in a way that gives an answer to a question. This type of question uses an “automatic” grading system to minimize the time a teacher spends grading. This will decrease the number of responses a teacher has to grade per question and this training data will help auto grade the remaining questions through machine learning. We have created an intuitive and functional user interface that helps teachers more easily create these questions, helps students more easily take the quizzes, and help teachers more quickly and easily grade these questions.
One example of a multiple choice question that could be better constructed as a text annotated question is the multiple choice question shown in Figure 1-3 [16].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a. diction</th>
<th>b. imagery</th>
<th>c. symbols</th>
<th>d. onomatopoeia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e. alliteration</td>
<td>ab. irony</td>
<td>ac. syntax</td>
<td>ad. Allusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ae. simile</td>
<td>be. Metaphor</td>
<td>bd. personification</td>
<td>be. repetition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. “Maycomb County had recently been told that it had nothing to fear but fear itself.”
2. “it was a tired old town”
3. “flicked flies,” “sweating shade”
4. “Ladies…were like soft teacakes”
5. “streets turned to red slop; grass grew on the sidewalks”
6. “Men’s stiff collars wilted”
7. “slowly,” “ambled,” “shuffled”
8. “flicked”
9. “nowhere to go, nothing to buy,…nothing to see”
10. “Somehow it was hotter then: a black dog suffered on a summer’s day”

Figure 1-3. An example of a recall multiple choice question that would be better suited as an annotated question [16].

These questions help test simple recognition of literary devices given specific quotes from a reading passage. However, a teacher would more likely be interested in determining if a student can analyze a text, apply what they know about different literary devices, and determine which parts of the text demonstrate different devices. In order to create this analysis type question, we will create the following text annotated question.
As seen in Figure 1-4, the same question found in Figure 1-3 can be made into a much better analysis type question using a text annotated question. Instead of giving the student multiple options to pick from, they are required to analyze the text and pick out which parts would be considered specific literary devices. Not only that, but students are required to read deeply to find out how many of each device is found in the text.

After the student answers the questions, if it were the multiple choice version, they would receive a list of the questions that were marked wrong without much extra feedback on why they were wrong or what were the correct answers. For an annotated question, there is more feedback provided to a student, and it is provided to the student much more quickly. As seen in Figure 1-5, the teacher can provide detailed feedback for each piece of the question. In the figure, the part of the passage highlighted in red, has a red “minus-sign” over it. This signifies that that highlight is “incorrect”. This piece of feedback is currently selected and on the right side there a dark bar selecting the feedback item: “-.5 Not a symbol…”. This is
the feedback associated with the red highlight. The teacher can select each highlight and attach specific feedback and points. This same feedback will then be automatically attached to any student response that incorrectly marks a similar part of the document.

Figure 1-5. A screen shot of the teacher grading page for the question in Figure 4 that was answered by a student.

Another example of a question that would be better suited as an annotated question is the following:

Watch the clip from President Obama’s inaugural address and list the different problems he plans to solve and how he wants to solve them.

Figure 1-6. An example open ended question to test a student’s understanding of a video

This question reformed as a video annotated question as seen in Figure 1-7, would require the student to watch the same speech, answer the same questions, but, in the process would able to guarantee a few improvements on the question from Figure 1-6.
First, a teacher would be able to grade the video annotated question much more quickly. A teacher could use this type of a quiz as a homework assignment, and before class the following day, know which students may not have understood a part of the video, or missed a critical concept discussed in the video. The teacher can take this information and prepare better for the next class period to be able to know which concepts were most commonly missed or misunderstood. By providing much quicker feedback, teachers would be able to provide small quizzes for students more regularly that give them better feedback on their progress every week or so instead of only a few times throughout the semester. If a student gets back the results to a short quiz the next day, instead of the next week, they will be able to notice what they did right or wrong, and remember better what the quiz was testing instead of receiving the feedback weeks after they took the quiz.

*Figure 1-7. An example of how the previous open ended question could be converted to an annotated question*
How have we measured success?

In order to determine if we have met our requirements, we performed multiple user studies with unique participants on each round of the studies. Before any implementation, we created PowerPoint mockups and performed usability testing with teachers and students on the initial user interface design. After multiple iterations with the PowerPoint mockups, we implemented the designs, and then began another round of user testing. To determine if we met our goal of providing an intuitive interface for teachers and students, we performed multiple rounds of user studies on each of the three main interfaces: teacher create, student take, and teacher grade. For each of these views, we continued to test the interface with users until there were consistently no major complaints about the interface and its functionality. At this point, we knew that we had an interface that most people could figure out and would be relatively easy for them to use.

To measure our success in terms of grading, we hand-graded approximately 5 text annotated questions and 5 video annotated question with approximately 50 students that answered each of the 10 question and then analyzed how much faster using the “automated” grading would be and how accurate it would be able grade the student responses in comparison to the gold standard hand-grading.
2. Prior Work

We used previous research in this field to find what others have done to solve similar problems to the problems we are trying to solve. The research used addresses one or more of the following requirements:

- Being able to quickly grade questions is an essential part of the question we have created for it to scale beyond a class of a few students.
- It is important to quickly provide students with feedback because this will help reduce time for teachers and facilitate better learning for students.
- The process of interactive machine learning is useful in constantly adding more training data, and in our case, teachers will constantly be grading and adding more training data.
- Finally, others have found certain steps to create the clearest and most intuitive user interface design, which principles we have tried to follow when designing our interface.

Quickly Grade

Being able to quickly grade is a crucial part of the system we have created. As mentioned above, some teachers currently use multiple-choice questions, and although they can be graded very quickly, multiple-choice questions may not be a very good test of knowledge [12]. Other methods employed by teachers are short answer, essay questions, projects, or labs. These questions are all a better test of knowledge than multiple-choice questions, but, the time to grade them is much longer, which may deter teachers from using these better questions.

“Divide and Correct” [3] was designed to grade and give feedback on a large number of short answer text responses. This application grades by initially grouping similar words together and then allowing teachers to mark each group as either correct, incorrect, or partially correct. It then allows teachers to
attach feedback to each group of answers that is then reused for each student who answered the question in that way. These ideas address many of the issues we have tried to solve, however, they simply grade short text answer questions. Short answer questions do not usually have much depth and we believe that having students interact more directly with course material may be more engaging than a short answer question would be.

Also, “Divide and Correct” does not refine cluster of answers based on grading that has already been done, it uses word similarity to create all the clusters initially. Allowing the teacher to grade as they go, and continually refine clusters helps teachers grade quickly then if all the different groups of answers were shown initially.

In 2013, Baumstark and Rudolph attempted to create a grading system where students could upload an assignment (in this case, assignments from computer network administration courses), which would then be graded remotely by the teacher and immediately provide students with a grade and feedback [1]. This new grading system was intended to grade a student’s ability to perform server or network configurations on a virtual machine (VM) and then submit that VM for grading. The size of the VM makes it impractical to submit that way, and the best alternative is to grade assignments in person. To solve this problem they provide a way to remotely access the students’ computer to be able to easily grade the responses. This method does not allow the teacher to automatically grade any questions, they have to grade each one by hand, and in our application the teacher does not have to hand grade each response individually.

In a study done in 2016, Wilcox found that having automated tools for grading software projects helped provide timely and accurate feedback to students so that they can understand and fix defects in their program [13]. In their approach they used an automation tool specific to grading programming
assignments based on a comparison of expected output with student output. The main issue with this approach is that they do not deal with any other types of questions besides programming questions and there is no clear way to extend their approach beyond programming. We hope to provide automatic grading for questions that are applicable to many different subject areas.

Another approach to solving the problem of spending too much time grading was experimented by Noguchi and Fujimura in 2015 [14]. They used the idea of peer grading to increase the speed of grading and the quality of feedback given to students. They used a schedule of having students submit an assignment one week and then students were required to complete the grading within the next week. They found that the peer grading does decrease the time teachers spend grading, and also found that students tend to give higher scores overall than teachers, because teachers may deflate scores because of poor quality and quantity of reports. Another potential reason for higher scores given by the students would be that the students may not know the complete correct answer as they are grading, which can lead to answers being incorrectly graded and not given appropriate feedback.

**Provide Feedback**

Providing useful feedback to the students after they take a quiz and being able to do that quickly is very important to the type of question we have created. Two approaches to this problems are dealing with providing feedback on a large number of student solutions, and using technology to help make grading and feedback faster than it would be on paper.

The first approach was researched by Glassman in 2014 [7]. Her approach, as seen in Figure 2-1, grades answers to more challenging open-ended questions where student responses are blocks of code. A strength of this grading approach is it addresses the issue that students can code things in many different
ways but still have a “correct” answer. In this method, the program will rename local variables that behave the same across different solutions with the same name and then through static analysis of the solutions, the program groups functionally identical solutions. The idea that students can answer questions in different ways and still have multiple correct answers is a strength we hope to build on.

Glassman’s approach provides feedback to students and allows teachers to see a better high-level view of students’ understanding and misconceptions. The biggest drawback to this approach is only addressing programming questions. Our question type is more robust and is applicable to almost any subject area.

In 2008, Bloomfield and Groves’ desire was to give students better and quicker feedback through grading open ended questions electronically [2]. Their idea was to have students continue taking tests on paper, have teachers scan in all the tests at the end, and then use a tablet to grade all the exams. Using the tablets enabled teachers to be able to reuse feedback they already provided to another student and then manually attach that feedback to the test of a student who made a similar mistake. Their hope was that teachers
would be able to more quickly grade and provide feedback to students. This is a good concept, however, the research found that in using the interface to grade tests, initially there was a learning curve that prevented teachers from grading faster than normal grading. After learning the interface better, teachers were able to grade exams in the same amount of time or quicker than grading a paper exam. We have decreased the amount of time teachers spend grading by having the application automatically grade as many responses as possible and by providing an intuitive user interface.

**Machine Learning**

Machine learning is crucial to being able to reduce the number of answers a teacher grades and reuse the responses they do grade. Interactive machine learning takes normal machine learning a step further [5]. Normal machine learning follows the process of feature selection, training the data with a machine learning model, then classifying unknown data using this model. Interactive machine learning is similar, but now we add in an extra loop for adding manual correction. After the manual correction is added, the model is then re-trained with the new classifications [3]. See Figure 2-2 below for a graphical representation of this process.

![Interactive Machine Learning process](image)

*Figure 2-2. Interactive Machine Learning process.*

Some of the benefits of interactive machine learning are that we can train and learn very quickly, the process can accommodate hundreds to thousands of features, and it allows for ten to hundreds of
thousands of training examples. With manual correction, more training examples are constantly being added so this is constantly helping refine and train the machine learning model to better automatically classify new answers. This directly applies to the way we automatically grade annotated questions. A teacher will initially grade one question and this provides training examples with different output classes or feedback in this case, the interactive machine learning uses this example to classify other similar ungraded questions and attach the same feedback. Then a teacher goes back and manually grades another question that was not classified based on the training examples provided so far. This then adds another training example to the learning model, which will grade even more similar questions.

**Designing an intuitive user interface**

Another problem we solved was being able to create an intuitive and effective user interface for teachers when they are creating questions as well as for students when they are taking a question. There has been a lot of research done about the process of creating a visually appealing and functional user interface.

One of these studies was by Couse in 1996, to develop a user interface and online documentation at the same time, while doing lots of usability testing along the way [4]. By creating the online documentation during development, they were able to make their user interface almost self-explanatory without much documentation. Many usability issues were caught and corrected before testing of the code because of early usability testing. They were able to produce an elegant, intuitive user interface for tasks of value to potential customers. This process of being more aware of the usability and how much users understand the process is a valuable aspect that we integrated into early stages of developing the user interface by doing preliminary usability tests on a PowerPoint prototype before implementing anything.
Mullet and Sano compiled a list of tips and tricks to creating a good user interface - basic design principles (the what and why), common design errors, and practical techniques (the how) [9]. They focus on suggestions based around elegance and simplicity, scale, contrast, and proportion, organizational and visual structure, and style. These principles are areas of focus we used in the final tests of our interface with different teachers and students.

In 2006, Juristo and Ferre created a tutorial attempting to integrate the usability process into the normal software development process [8]. Projects with a waterfall lifecycle approach are usually harder to convert to become more user centered. We applied this idea by doing usability tests along the way, making implementation changes, and then doing more usability testing, which we hope has decreased the overall development time.

Another branch of research on user interface design found that interactions with and expectations of technology differ across cultural contexts, and even concepts such as ‘usability’ are shown to be context dependent [11]. This means that user interfaces intuitive to one group of users appears counterintuitive to others. For our purposes we assumed that all teachers and students have some technical background and have used a computer before. However, we tested the user interface with as diverse of a population as possible, with students and teachers from different subject areas.
3. Overview of Text and Video Annotated Questions

To help teachers better test students’ knowledge and be able to grade more quickly, we have created technology that will allow a teacher to create and grade annotated source materials. An annotated question is when a student is given some source (document or video) and asked to analyze that source by marking or “annotating” parts of the source to answer a question. For example, a teacher could create a new text annotated question to test knowledge about the Declaration of Independence and Thomas Jefferson. They could include a copy of the Declaration of Independence in the question, and then prompt students to highlight parts of the document that show how Jefferson’s views expressed in the Declaration of Independence may contradict how he actually lived, specifically on the issue of slavery.

See Figure 3-1 for an example question.

![Figure 3-1. Student view of a question testing analysis of the Declaration of Independence.](image-url)
Another type of an annotated question uses video to test student knowledge. A teacher can add a video of the current President’s State of the Union address, as seen in Figure 3-2, and ask a student to record points in the video where the President’s views are different to his party’s views on a certain issue.

![Figure 3-2. Student view of a video annotated question.](image)

In order to effectively and quickly grade annotated questions, we use interactive machine learning. This needs to be interactive because as a teacher grades they will constantly be adding data that will help our program grade quicker. Interactive machine learning helps us learn how to grade and give feedback on hundreds of student responses quickly and accurately, with very little work on the teacher’s part. We follow the process found in Figure 3-3 to complete this.
Text Annotated Question

The first type of annotated question is a text annotated question. A text annotated question is where a student will be asked a question and then will mark or highlight a given document (or documents) in the places that answer the given question.

1. Initially a teacher creates a question. The process of creating a question is applicable to many different subject areas. They will be able to upload a document to be annotated, and then will be able to add a description of the question as shown in Figure 3-4. After a teacher creates enough questions for a quiz, they can publish the quiz for students to take.
2. After the teacher has published the quiz, the student will have access to view and take the quiz as shown in Figure 3-5. The student follows the directions and highlights the sections of the given source that they feel answers the question. There may be multiple colors or a single color used to highlight. Although this may not seem like a challenging task, for a student who is new to this program and this type of question, knowing how to answer the question may not be very clear. Making this process clear and intuitive for students was our goal. We do not want to test how well a student can figure out a new program, we solely want to test their knowledge of a particular subject area.
3. After all the students have submitted their quizzes, the teacher will have access to grade them as seen in Figure 3-6. The teacher will start out with the first question on the first quiz. They will look at the first student’s answer and decide which annotated parts are either correct, incorrect, or missing. After the first question has been graded and feedback attached, Quizteq will begin using interactive machine learning to “automatically” grade other similar responses to that question. Machine learning will take the responses that have been graded and use the corrections the teacher has made, to apply to other questions that were answered similarly. In this process, it will generalize the feedback that will be provided for a certain answer if the answer is close to another response that has already been graded. So if a different student gave a similar answer as the first response the teacher graded, machine learning will “automatically” grade the similar answer and the teacher would not have to grade any “duplicate” or similar responses.
The teacher will then be given another answer to grade (different response from the first). The same process continues, with Quizteq “automatically” grading similar problems after the teacher submits the grading and feedback for that response.

Due to each student being different and understanding a question prompt differently, one challenge that has come up in this area is the level of granularity each student answers questions. Some students approach questions with a broader approach, while others answer questions very specifically highlighting each part of an answer individually. We will address this issue in later chapters.

![Figure 3-6. Teacher view of grading a text annotated question after student has taken quiz.](image)

4. After the teacher completes the grading process, students view feedback and the grade they received on their quiz in a view similar to Figure 3-7. Each student can review their quiz and the
highlights that were incorrect will be marked with a red minus sign, the highlights they did not get any points on will be marked with a blue zero, and the correct highlights will be marked with a green plus sign. When a student clicks on a particular highlight, feedback given by the teacher will be shown. This feedback is extremely helpful to students and quickly facilitates learning. By seeing in context how or what they did wrong, a student will be able to know what the correct answer should have been and learns through this process. In Figure 3-7, the student highlighted the correct location for the question, as seen by the green plus sign, and on the right ride, a student can view why they got the question correct in the corresponding feedback box.

![Figure 3-7. Student view of accessing feedback for a text annotated question after teacher has graded the quiz.](image)

**Video Annotated Question**

The second type of annotated question is a video annotated question. Video annotated questions are useful for teachers who want students to watch video lectures or a video of a historical event. In the example below, the teacher provides a video lecture and to check that students have watched the video,
they provide multiple questions along the way where students “mark” what point in the video answers each question. This is an excellent way to check if a student is watching the assigned videos and if they are learning something from those videos as well.

1. Initially a teacher creates a new video annotated question by uploading a video for the students to watch as shown in Figure 3-8. They also add a question description specifying which parts of the video students should mark for each answer. Again, similar to the creation of a text annotated question, for a teacher creating this type of question for the first time it may be a challenge and they may not understand all the necessary components required for the question. We will address this challenge in a following chapter. After the creation of all questions for a quiz are complete, a teacher will mark the quiz as being in the “take” mode for students to be able to start taking the quiz.

![Figure 3-8. Teacher view of creation of a video annotated question.](Image)
2. Once the quiz is in “take” mode, a student may begin to take the quiz as seen in Figure 3-9. They watch the video and during or after watching, click on the color button on the right at the time of the video where each answer is located. If a question uses multiple colors to mark different points, there will be more colored buttons on the right for the student to click on. If they make a mistake and accidentally click in a spot they did not mean to, they can hover over the highlight and click the trash-can icon to delete that annotation. Taking a quiz with these video annotated questions may not be very intuitive for a student new to the program. This is an issue we addressed in creating an intuitive interface for the student.

![Figure 3-9. Student view of taking a video annotated question.](image)

3. After students have completed all the questions for the quiz, the quiz will be made available for a teacher to grade. As seen in Figure 3-10, the teacher will look at the first question and award points based on the quality of each parts of the student answer. Along with the number of points given, the teacher can quickly type in feedback that will be attached to that response to help the
student understand what mistake they made or what they did correct. After a teacher grades one response, Quizteq takes these answers tied to the feedback given and automatically grades any questions that can be graded similarly based on the answers given. This will also tie feedback to all the questions graded that way. This allows the teacher to enter feedback once for each mistake made, but then each student can see exactly how he or she answered the question incorrectly. We want this interface to make grading quick and easy for teachers to be able to provide useful feedback to students.

![Figure 3-10. Teacher view of grading a video annotated question after student has taken quiz.](image)

4. After the grading is completed by the teacher and Quizteq, students may view feedback on their answers in addition to the grade received as shown in Figure 3-11. They will be able to go back through their quiz and view which questions (or parts of a question) were correct or incorrect. For any answer, they will be provided with feedback to be able to know if an answer was correct or how it was incorrect. In Figure 3-11, the first marking is covered with a red minus-sign indicating that the student answered the question incorrectly. On the right, is a feedback box holding a description of what that position in the video did not correctly answer the question.
An annotated question can take multiple forms, but these are two examples to better understand the potential power of an annotated question. It helps the student analyze and really think about a document or video instead of just eliminating distractor answers on a multiple-choice test.

Figure 3-11. Student view of accessing feedback for a video annotated question after teacher has graded the quiz.
4. User Experience Issues - Teacher Create

For a teacher to create a quiz question for students with new software and two new types of questions, there are some three issues. First of all, many teachers may not know what components or widgets are needed for a new text or video annotated question without some guidance. Next, teachers may not know how to insert those components onto the page (for example: how to add a document or video into the question). Finally, there may be confusion when using a new teacher software and learning how to navigate all the parts quickly and easily.

How to create a new question

There are two new types of questions we will allow a teacher to create. These two types, as mentioned previously, are a text annotated question and a video annotated question. For a text annotated question, a teacher chooses a document they would like to test their students on, then the teacher uploads that document into the media library. After uploading the document to the media library, they will add that document onto the question canvas as shown in Figure 4-1.
After embedding the document into the question, the teacher can then add the description or prompt for the current question. This is done by clicking the text icon on the left toolbar, then clicking on the canvas where they would like to add the text, then typing the prompt as seen in Figure 4-2.

Figure 4-1. The media library where documents are uploaded onto a question.

Figure 4-2. Next the teacher types the question prompt somewhere on the question canvas.
Finally, the teacher will choose all the possible highlight colors a student may use to highlight the given text. They do this by clicking the highlight icon on the left toolbar, then clicking on a location somewhere on the canvas. This will show a color picker widget in that location, as seen in Figure 4-3. Then the teacher can select which color they would like the student to be able to use to answer that question. If they would like to allow the student to pick from a few different highlight colors, they can add multiple color pickers to the canvas. After these steps, the question is ready to be taken by students.

![Figure 4-3. The color picker that a teacher will view to restrict which highlight colors a student will use to highlight that question.](image)

The process of creating a new video annotated question is quite similar, but the process starts a little different initially. Instead of uploading a video to the media library, the teacher clicks the video button on the left toolbar, and then clicks on a location on the canvas as in Figure 4-4. This creates a frame for where the video will eventually be embedded. There is a little button that will appear that says “Click to choose video url”. Once the teacher clicks this button, they will be able to copy the URL of the video they would like to embed as seen in Figure 4-5. The URL is the link to a YouTube video a teacher either
created or found on YouTube. In Figure 4-6 is the teacher’s view once they add that URL – the video is now embedded onto the canvas and ready to be viewed and annotated by the student.

Figure 4-4. The view for a teacher to add the capability to embed a video onto the question canvas.

Figure 4-5. Where the teacher can copy the URL of the video to be added.
As in the text annotated question, after the video is embedded into the page, the teacher will add a text description for the question and add highlight colors to the page. These colors will be the only colors that students can use to add highlights or annotations to the video.

To design the interface for this process, we went through many user studies and multiple iterations to find the most intuitive way to have a teacher complete the tasks listed above. We went through four iterations with different groups of teachers and TAs to determine aspects of the interface that were unclear or difficult to figure out. After each iteration, we took into account the feedback provided, and if the majority of the people in that study were confused or commented on something, we changed that for the next iteration. Also, before any implementation was started, we did a preliminary user study with a PowerPoint mockup to see if there would be any big problems with the initial design before we spent time implementing it.
Round 1 of User Studies

In the first round, we had 3 people attempt following the overall process for creating a question using a PowerPoint mockup as seen in Figure 4-7. Each of these 3 people believed the upload of a document was initially confusing. The upload in the mockup was based off of the Media Library that was already implemented in this system. To be able to fix this would mean an entire rewrite of that functionality, which was not an option. In addition to the upload being confusing, users thought that when adding a second document to the canvas or removing a document, the “New Tab” and “Delete Tab” buttons seen in Figure 4-8 were unclear as well. Through this feedback, we decided to modify the way that a teacher could add multiple documents to the page. We decided we would not have them “stack” multiple documents on top of each other, but instead have documents added side by side. For removing one of those documents, they would use the eraser button (already in place) to remove the desired document from the canvas. Also, 2 users mentioned that for a teacher, knowing they had to add highlight colors needed to be clearer as well. We deal with this in later iterations.

Figure 4-7. An overall screen shot of the PowerPoint mockup for what a teacher will see when they try to create a new annotated question.
Round 2 of User Studies

The next round of user studies was performed with two teachers after the initial implementation was complete. We tried to take into account the feedback we received from the PowerPoint mockups and made some changes to the initial user interface. We completely changed the way a teacher would add multiple documents to a question and made removing a document consistent with the existing framework for removing widgets. Even with these changes to the user interface, the media library was still hard to find and confusing to use. As seen in Figure 4-9, the media library is at the very bottom of the page and is hard for people to find. In addition to this part being confusing, one teacher suggested adding tooltips to different buttons to show what each of the buttons would do because they weren’t always sure of which buttons did what. In attempts to fix both of these problems, and without re-writing the entire system, we decided to make two short video tutorials for teachers to watch before creating an annotated question to help with some of the initial confusion in creating a question. Another piece of feedback we received from these teachers was that the button used to add a new highlight color had an icon that was unintuitive. Initially the highlight button was the image seen in Figure 4-10, and after the change, we used the image in Figure 4-11 as the highlight button icon and more teachers were able to recognize it correctly.
Round 3 of User Studies

After the feedback provided in round 2 and the changes from that feedback, we performed another round of user studies with another two teachers. This iteration included showing teachers two short videos of the basic parts of a text and video annotated question and how to create them. The short video tutorials helped the teachers know what basic components were needed for each question and how to add them to the canvas. This change made things more intuitive for teachers, however there were still some problems that occurred as teachers tried to use the interface to create new questions. One issue that became apparent was that when copying a video URL into the prompt box, one teacher ended up leaving the
default “https://” already in the text box as seen in Figure 4-12, which created an invalid URL and created problems with embedding the video. The other teacher copied the new URL over the default, and this was not an issue. This caused a big enough problem with the one teacher, that we decided it would be best to remove the default “https://” all together, since both teachers still copied in the full web address of the video regardless.

![Image of URL entry dialog]

*Figure 4-12. When the new URL was added to the default URL in the text box, it caused an invalid URL for the video.*

Another issue was a problem when adding the video component and the highlight component. For each of these, the teacher would click on the corresponding button on the left toolbar correctly, but then just click into the canvas. This produced an issue because the intended functionality was for the teacher to click and drag the component to the desired size, and when they didn’t do this, the height and width remained zero and the component could not be modified or removed. To get around this issue, we gave both the highlight and the video component a default size when the teacher only clicks on the canvas instead of clicking and dragging. For example, as in Figure 4-13, if a user clicks on the canvas after clicking the video button on the left, the video rectangle will default to this size initially, with no dragging necessary.
Round 4 of User Studies

For the final round of user studies, we used 10 people to test the new interface. With this group, there were fewer issues and the issues that people did have were very minor. Again, the media library was difficult to find and hard at times for 8 of the people to see. This was a major pain point throughout all the user interface iterations, and for future work we would like to revamp the media library to be more visible and intuitive. Other than that, a majority of people would have liked to have had a smaller set of highlight colors to pick from. We changed the color picker from what it used to be as seen in Figure 4-14 to a much more limited color palette to the picker seen in Figure 4-15. The color palette we used in the end also used much lighter colors, which will allow better visibility of the text when a certain section is highlighted with that color.

Figure 4-13. The default size for the rectangle around the video.
Another minor complaint, similar to comments in round 3 of user studies, was that the text import (in addition to the video and highlight components) default size was small. At the time, the uploaded text would import into the document at about 20% the size of the canvas as seen in Figure 4-16. However, in most cases, a teacher will upload a document and have it cover a majority of the screen, and 2 teachers believed it would be easier if the import were initially a bigger size. We fixed this problem and now the initial size of the document on the page is much bigger, as seen in Figure 4-17.
Other UI Issues

In addition to the issues found and addressed above, there are a few other minor issues that were noticed, but we did not address at this time. The following is a list of these issues:

- **Icon is small to upload the document.** When the user opens the media library, the button that says “Choose file” is still very small and hard to see at times, as can be seen in Figure 4-18. This issue was only seen by one person, but still could be an improvement in the future.
Figure 4-18. The “Upload” button is still very small even after the user opens the media library to being the upload.

• **Right click and paste text issue.** There is no functionality at this time to copy text and be able to right click in the textbox to paste that text. This is something two teachers mentioned would be nice to be able to do, however this is not a huge issue because the “CTRL”+”V” keyboard shortcut still works to be able to paste text into the textbox. This other addition is not in the scope of this research.

• **Click and drag upload into question.** When trying to add an uploaded document onto the canvas, a 2 users tried to click and drag the document onto the canvas. This functionality would be nice in the future, but is not an issue we will currently address.

• **Text not wrapping to new line.** When a user copies text into the text document, the text continues off the edge of the page instead of wrapping at the end of the canvas as seen in Figure 4-19. In this case, 5 out of 10 users found this annoying, but we will not be addressing this because this also is not in the scope of this research.

Figure 4-19. The text wraps off the edge of the canvas instead of wrapping to the next line.
Evaluating Creation of Questions

Our goal was to provide teachers the ability to create new text or video annotated questions easily. Throughout our user studies, 10 out of 14 teachers were able to successfully created text and video annotated questions without much training. A UI cannot be perfectly intuitive for every single person, but we took the steps necessary to try to improve it as much as possible. Even with 10 teachers and TA’s in the last round of testing, there were only a few minor issues that came up. In addition, these issues would not have made a big difference in the process of knowing how to create the two types of annotated questions so we consider this successful.

The one thing we were not as successful at improving was the media library and the document upload process. We received feedback and would have liked to modify the interface, but changing the upload would have a required a major refactor of an existing subsystem.

5. User Experience Issues - Student Take

There are many potential issues for a student taking a quiz using new quiz software and with new types of questions they have never seen before. Some potential challenges include knowing how to correctly highlight a text document, knowing how to correctly annotate certain points in a video, and knowing how to remove and/or change any of those markings. These issues were common among students, however through a series of user studies we were able to narrow down and fix the most common problems encountered by students.

How to Take a Question

Just as there are two types of questions that teachers can create, there are two types of questions that students can take – text and video annotated questions. For a text annotated question, a student reads
through one or more documents a teacher has uploaded and highlights the text in response to the question the teacher has posed. In order for students to highlight the text, they merely select (click and drag) over the text they would like to highlight. The initial color selected is the first color the teacher added as a possibility. If they would like to choose another color, they can click the colored buttons on the right side of the text before highlighting as seen in Figure 5-1. Also, as seen in Figure 5-1, once a student highlights a portion of text, whenever they hover over that highlight, a tooltip will popup and they can choose to change the color of that highlight. If they click the orange button inside the tooltip on Figure 1, the resulting highlight will look like the one shown in Figure 5-2. The other option a student has is to remove a highlight if they mess up and highlight an incorrect portion of the document. This can be done by clicking on the trashcan icon on the tooltip corresponding to that highlight (as seen in Figure 5-2 as well). The resulting document will look like Figure 5-3 – with the current highlight removed.

![Figure 5-1. The buttons on the right allow the student to select which initial highlight color they would like.](image-url)
Figure 5-2. After the orange button on the tooltip in Figure 5-1 is clicked, the highlight will change to be an orange color.

Figure 5-3. After the trashcan button on the tooltip in Figure 5-2 is clicked, the highlight be removed and go back to the original text.

To take a question, or add highlights to a video, the process is a little different from a document. Initially, the student’s view is of the question prompt, some highlight color buttons, and the embedded video. The student begins to watch the video until they get to the point in the video where they believe the answer to the teacher’s question is found. When they get to this point, they click the corresponding color button on the right for which color they would like the mark or annotate that point in the video. As seen in Figure 5-4, the student stopped the video a little bit less than halfway through the video, and added an orange
mark by clicking the orange button on the right. This paused the video at that point and added a little orange triangle or annotation to show where the student had answered the question. If a student marks a certain location with the incorrect color, they can change the color in a similar way to the text question. If they hover over the orange triangle, a tooltip will appear (as seen in Figure 5-5) and the user can click on the blue button to change the marking to blue instead. Finally, as with the text question, the student can hover over any highlight, and click on the trashcan icon to remove the marking. This will remove the little triangle and then the student can add another marking in another location. These are the steps needed for student to take both the text and video annotated questions.

Figure 5-4. A video question where the student marked a point about halfway through the video with an orange highlight or annotation.

Figure 5-5. A video question where the student changed the color of the orange highlight to blue by clicking on the blue button in the tooltip after hovering over the triangle marking.
In order to provide the most intuitive interface to students as they take a quiz, we performed multiple rounds of user studies. For each study we had varying numbers of students (anywhere from 5 to 36 students) take short quizzes and provide feedback on parts of the interface they thought were confusing or annoying. The following sections provide information on each round of the user studies.

**Round 1 of User Studies**

For the first round of user studies, we developed a PowerPoint mockup of what the view for a student might be. We tested this mockup with 5 people. Based on these studies, we received three main pieces of feedback. First, most students wanted to click on the text first, and then choose the color. The original process on the PowerPoint was for students to click on a color on the side, and then select the part of the document they wished to highlight. Through this study we determined they would prefer highlighting something and then choosing the color. In Figure 5-6, we see the PowerPoint version of highlighting and the tooltip that appears when a student highlights a portion of text.

*Figure 5-6. The initial PowerPoint view of what a student would see after highlighting a part of the document.*
In addition, a majority of the students agreed that it would be clearer to have the delete (“X”) button closer to the highlight it would remove. In the mockups, as seen in Figure 5-7, the removal was on the left side of the page in a separate widget. We used this information to make the removal of a highlight part of the tooltip, which is right next to a highlight and easier to remove.

![Image](image.png)

*Figure 5-7. Part of the PowerPoint mockup that dealt with removing a highlight once it was added. The X in each box, would remove the highlight for that corresponding color.*

Another piece of feedback that was noticed by a majority of students was that for a video annotated question, the “Add Mark” button was not clear. The “Add Mark” button was intended to add a marking at the point the video was at when the student clicked the button as seen in Figure 5-8. However, even though this button was large and bright green, a majority of the students in this first round of user studies did not even notice it. This is something we took into account in later versions to make things clearer for a student.
Round 2 of User Studies

For our second round of user studies, we had 36 different students test out the first version of the actual implementation by taking one of two different 5 question quizzes – one was a text annotated quiz and the other was a video annotated quiz. First of all, out of the 23 students that took the text annotated quiz, 12 of them thought it was annoying to have to click the highlight color then the text. They wanted a default color selected initially, and then the ability to change that color if needed. Many encountered the popup found in Figure 5-9 if they didn’t select a color before they highlighted. To fix this, we gave each question a default highlight color to start out. This was set to the first highlight color the teacher picked.

Figure 5-9. This popup would appear whenever a user did not select a highlight color before selecting the text.
Another part of the UI that proved to be confusing to students taking a quiz, was an up/down widget that was placed on the top right of any uploaded text as seen in Figure 5-10. This widget was initially intended for grading, for teachers to be able to move to the next highlight on the page, and we added this feature onto the student page as well. It turned out it was confusing for students, and 3 out the 23 students that took a text annotated quiz had no idea what it was for, so we ended up removing it and kept the uploaded text more simple as in Figure 5-11.

![Figure 5-10. Before, the widget on the top right of the document was confusing.](image)

![Figure 5-11. After, the document is much more simple with the up/down widget removed.](image)

Another part to the user interface that was unclear for students was dealing with adding annotations to a video. In the PowerPoint mockups, many people said they couldn’t see the green “Add Mark” button. So in this implementation, initially we had a yellow “Add Annotation” button that spanned along the entire bottom of the video as seen in Figure 5-12. This was still confusing for 11 out of the 14 students that took a video annotated quiz and they weren’t exactly sure of the order of how to add an annotation to the video. With this feedback, we changed the add annotation button a little bit, to change to the current
highlight color selected. Also, we decided to create a short video tutorial for students to watch before taking the question, so they would know the order and the best way to add a highlight.

![Figure 5-12. The student view for adding annotations to a video.](image)

**Round 3 of User Studies**

For the third round of user studies, we had 7 students take both the text and video quizzes. Before taking the video quiz, we showed them each a short video tutorial on how to take a video annotated question.

With these changes, there were still a couple minor issues. When a student tried to add an annotation to a video, the “Add Annotation” button was still confusing and 4 out of the 7 people thought it was in a poor location in some cases because of the possibility of open tooltips covering part of the button as seen in Figure 5-13. We decided to go about adding highlights in a different way by removing the “Add Annotation” bar entirely. We would have students click colored buttons on the side when they wanted to add a highlight or marking of that color. These changes can be seen in Figure 5-14.
Another part of the user interface that was brought to our attention during this iteration was the different buttons on the tooltip. At the point, the tooltip had a color button for each of the options for highlighting, as well as a trashcan icon to remove the highlight, and an “X” to close the highlight. The tooltip before can be seen in Figure 5-15. A lot of people thought the X was supposed to remove the highlight, or thought it was misleading in some ways. Another thing that people noticed was that the tooltips did not always disappear when the mouse moved out of the tooltip. To solve both of these issues, we removed the “X” button from the tooltip (see Figure 5-16), and improved how the tooltips disappeared once the mouse was no longer hovering over the highlight.
Round 4 of User Studies

In our final round of user studies, the students were starting to have much less feedback overall, and even less consistent feedback between the 20 students we worked with at this phase. The two minor issues they still had were problems with how dark the highlight colors were and being able to highlight around an existing highlight. For the first problem, we had already fixed this problem on the teacher side with restricting the possible set of colors for the teacher to choose from, but had not changed the highlight colors the students could use on the quiz, so this was actually already complete at that point. And for the other issue with extending the highlight, it was more of a feature improvement than something confusing. Before we fixed this, if a student highlighted a portion as shown in Figure 5-17 initially, and then changed their mind and wanted to highlight the whole first paragraph in red as seen in Figure 5-18, they would have to remove the original highlight and re-highlight the paragraph. However, with the updates we
made, the student can now highlight a smaller section and then highlight all around it and it will merge the two highlights.

Figure 5-17. An initial small portion of the first paragraph highlighted.

Figure 5-18. The full paragraph highlighted after without having to remove the initial highlight in Figure 4-17.
Other UI Issues

In addition to the issues and confusions we addressed in the different iterations, there was other feedback provided from students that was either not by a majority, or something out of the scope of this research. The following is a list of these issues:

- **Question wording not clear.** Through all the user studies, 15 out of 63 students mentioned that in some cases if the question wording was not explicit it was difficult to know exactly what to do. For example, one question was to mark a certain point in the video with a dentist. The way the question was worded made some people think they were looking for a dentist wearing the color green, when in fact, the dentist was not wearing green, but the teacher wanted the students to mark the location in the video with a green annotation. With a new question type like this, the way a question is worded is very critical to understanding. We did not address this any further, because it will be up to the teacher to learn how to best explicitly word the questions so the students understand what they are asking.

- **Not sure how to move to next question or how to “submit” the quiz.** This aspect of the software is not part of this research, however, it is important to note that for future work, these two parts of having the student know how to move to the next question and how to officially “submit” their quiz to be graded need to be more clear. Overall, 16 out of 63 students saw “Q2” on the button as seen in Figure 5-19 and thought it meant to go to the next quiz instead of the next question or they were unsure about how to submit their quiz.

*Figure 5-19. The Q2 > button was misleading to many students.*
• *Sometimes tooltips too close.* For one of the questions on the video quiz, two answers happened to be very close together. This made it more difficult for the students to modify either of the highlights if they needed to remove one or change the color since the tooltips did not clearly show which annotation it went with.

• *Mixed feelings on stopping the video on add annotation.* When a student clicks on one of the color buttons for a video annotated question, the video pauses. When taking a video annotated question, 6 out of 20 students liked this feature and 7 out of 20 students wished the video would have kept playing when they added the annotation. This is not clear why some liked it one-way and others liked it another way.

• *Wants to click on top of the video instead of on the buttons on right.* For 4 students, they thought it would be nice to click directly on the video to add an annotation instead of on the buttons on the right, to be more consistent with the text annotated question. However, the number of people who had this complaint was so small, we did not address this issue.

**Evaluating Taking of Questions**

There were multiple issues we addressed at each round of user studies, however, we feel that after the fourth round, the feedback received was so minor and diverse across different students it was not worth changing. There was no consistent major feedback in the last round of user studies that impacted the student’s experience with knowing how to take a quiz. Our goal was to make the interface clear enough that a quiz on this program would only test student knowledge about the subject material, and would not test how well they could figure out the software to answer questions.
6. User Experience Issues - Teacher Grade

One important goal was to decrease the time teachers spend grading. One of the factors that plays a large role in being able to quickly grade is how well the grading user interface is designed. Some of the major issues that arose with the grading interface were: not knowing exactly what steps were needed to grade a question, the purpose of some UI components were confusing or unclear, and there were limitations in the UI that caused major problems with how quickly the questions could be autograded.

**How to Grade a Question**

Once students have taken a quiz and submitted it to be graded, a teacher must go through the process of grading the student responses. For a normal quiz, a teacher would have to go through every student response and manually grade each one. However, with a text and video annotated question the teacher will not have to grade every single question. Since the time the teacher takes to grade will already be decreased by the automatic grading, we want to make sure that the interface does not unnecessarily increase this time any more.

![Figure 6-1. A teacher’s initial view when they begin to grade and start to add feedback.](image)

The process a teacher will follow to grade a question will be similar for a text and video annotated question, but we will demonstrate an example of each to show the slight differences. For a text annotated question, the teacher will go to the grading page and it will show the first student’s response. Then in Figure 6-1, the teacher will click on any “ungraded” answer, which is denoted by a yellow question mark.
icon, then click on a “New Feedback” button on the right side. This will open up the panel on the right as seen in Figure 6-1. The teacher can then give that student a certain number of points based on their answer, and provide any feedback that would be useful to the student to understand why their answer was correct or incorrect. After assigning this feedback, the icon covering the highlight will change to a green plus sign or a red minus sign depending on how many points are assigned (this can be seen in Figure 6-2).

In Figure 6-2, there is a widget found in the red box. When there are multiple highlights marked throughout the document, a teacher can click the up or down arrow button and go to the next or previous highlight without having to scroll. Once the teacher has attached some feedback to this question, they can then move to the next “ungraded” response. They will do this by clicking on the “Next Ungraded” button seen in Figure 6-2. This does not mean the teacher will see every single response they have not yet graded, but based on how many responses the machine learning automatically grades, it will skip over those responses and find the next unique answer to be graded. If a teacher encounters another response that would have had similar feedback to one already graded, they can attach feedback that was already created from a previous response. This attachment is done by first clicking on the yellow question mark button then clicking the “+” sign on the left of a piece of feedback. The teacher continues this process until they have graded all the necessary responses to have enough information for the program to automatically grade the rest of the responses.
Figure 6-2. A teacher’s view after they have graded one student response and are ready to move on to the next ungraded response.

For a video annotated question, the grading process is quite similar for a teacher. As with a text highlight, there is a yellow question mark button that will appear on top of each of the video annotation. For a teacher to grade each marking, they click on the yellow question mark then click to create a new piece of feedback or attach a piece of feedback that was used on another response. This process of attaching a new piece of feedback can be seen in Figure 6-3. This prevents the teacher from retyping the same feedback over and over again for student responses answered in a similar way. Then the teacher can move to the next ungraded question the same way as before, by clicking the “Next Ungraded” button at the top as seen in Figure 6-4.

Figure 6-3. A teacher’s view for grading a video annotated question.

Figure 6-4. A teacher’s view for moving to the next ungraded student response
We also performed multiple rounds of user studies with teachers to help them more effectively and quickly grade a set of quizzes. The following demonstrates the three rounds of user studies we performed and how we incorporated the feedback we received.

**Round 1 of User Studies**

In the first round, we had 5 teachers or TA’s attempt to grade one text annotated question and one video annotated question and provide feedback on its usability. Based on these 5 people, we received the feedback that with no real instructions or direction, the process to grade a question was unclear. This includes selecting ungraded annotations, and then attaching either new or existing feedback items to those annotations. Once the user figured out these steps, they were able to grade things more easily. To help fix this problem, we decided to create another small video tutorial on how to grade a question.

Another thing that was confusing for 3 of the 5 of people was the placeholder text where the teacher is supposed to type the number of points a student receives. Originally, the placeholder was only a minus sign (−) as seen in Figure 6-5. With this placeholder, people thought you could only assign negative points, but we would like teachers to be able to assign positive points, negative points, or zero points to a response, so we changed the placeholder text to include a plus and a minus sign (+/−) as seen in Figure 6-6.
Round 2 of User Studies

The second round of user studies was with 7 teachers and TAs. With the feedback from the last round, we showed them a short video tutorial on how to grade a question and this helped teachers understand better what steps they needed to follow in order to grade a quiz. However, there were still a few parts that were a little confusing or distracting in the process of grading.
First, on the student view for taking a question, there are one or more color buttons on the side for them to select the highlight color. We had not yet removed these buttons from the teacher grading view as seen in Figure 6-7, and these buttons were quite confusing and distracting for most teachers. We removed these buttons from the teacher’s view as seen in Figure 8 and it got rid of this problem.

Another complaint by users when adding a piece of feedback was that the whole document would scroll to the top of the page instead of staying where the answer was. The teacher or TA had to scroll down to the current highlight every time after they tried to attach the feedback. This was a bug in the program and
we fixed this issue so that each time a user selected one of the feedback icons it would remain at the same point in the document.

Our users also noticed was that when they selected a piece of feedback, when there were multiple highlights in the document, it was hard to tell which of the feedbacks was currently selected. Initially, as seen in Figure 6-9, when a feedback item was selected, there was a small yellow border added to the icon. After receiving this feedback, we increased the width of the yellow border that was around each icon, as well as slightly increasing the size of that icon when it was selected as seen in Figure 6-10. This helped the teacher or TA see more clearly which highlight was currently selected.

![Figure 6-9](image-url.png)
*Figure 6-9. The green plus feedback item selected is not very clear.*

![Figure 6-10](image-url.png)
*Figure 6-10. Seeing that the green plus feedback is selected is much more clear.*

After watching the tutorial video, users knew about a widget used to move up and down to different highlights in the document, but felt that even with the tutorial, this widget could be made a little more
obvious. The original widget size is shown in Figure 6-11. We modified the size of the widget to be 150% the size of the original widget. This new resized widget is shown in Figure 6-12. This made the widget larger and more clear, which also made the up/down buttons larger and easier to click on.

Figure 6-11. The original sizing of the up/down highlight widget.

Figure 6-12. After increasing the up/down highlight widget by 50%, it was more visible and easier to interact with.

Another feature that a majority of users wanted was that when they clicked on the up/down highlight widget they wanted the next piece of feedback to be selected. The original implementation merely scrolled to the part in the document where the next highlight was located, and from there the user would
have to click on that piece of feedback. We fixed this feature to be what the users were expecting, which also decreased the number of overall clicks a teacher takes to grade each question.

Another complaint by users was that in the grading view, feedback icons would overlap on top of each other and became hard to select as shown in Figure 6-13. Originally, the implementation found the midpoint horizontally and vertically for each highlight, but this caused the middle of many highlights to be located at the same horizontal position. This also potentially covered some of the text in the middle of a highlight, which could make it more difficult for a teacher to clearly grade the part of the text the student highlighted. We decided to change the horizontal position of the feedback item, and instead of being in the middle of a highlight be on the far left of each highlight as seen in Figure 6-14. Overall, this prevented highlights that were close together from overlapping as much, and allowed more of the text to be seen by teachers without covering up as much of the student’s answer.

Round 3 of User Studies

For the final round of user studies for this part of the interface, we used 10 people to provide feedback on parts that may have still been confusing or unclear. Overall, there was only one piece of consistent
feedback over the different users. This was that when a user selects the yellow question mark before adding points and feedback for that question, they wanted the feedback area to automatically open once the question mark was selected. This would be a nice feature in some ways; however, this is something we did not change. This is because after a teacher has graded a few questions; they will begin to re-use feedback on questions instead of adding new feedback each time. So if we were to make the interface automatically open the new feedback prompt, it would become an issue as they grade more questions because they would want to reuse feedback already created instead of making new feedback.

Other UI Issues

There were a few minor issues we did not address because they were either not in the scope of the research, or only one to a few people had this feedback. These are the following:

- **Nice to have next/previous feedback on video.** There were 2 out of 17 people who believed it would have been a nice feature on the video annotated question to have the next/previous widget to go to the next or previous annotations on a video. There were such a small number of users that provided this feedback we did not work on fixing this complaint.

- **Plus and minus don’t correlate on feedback.** One person mentioned that the buttons to attach an existing piece of feedback onto a highlight were not always intuitive. Each piece of feedback has a point value, and then each piece of feedback can be added or removed to a highlight. This is denoted with a plus and minus button as seen in Figure 6-15. Since one piece of feedback could have a negative point value, but then a button with a “+” next to it, it seem confusing. They did not know what symbols would have made this more intuitive, but found it was a little confusing at first.
Figure 6-15. The plus and minus symbols to attach and remove feedback are inconsistent with the points given and is confusing with the placement of the symbols.

- **Less clicks on grading page.** There were 2 people who would have liked to use the keyboard to tab to the next highlight and then tab to open the new feedback section and decrease the number of clicks. This is something that could be dealt with for future work.

- **Click on video, and then go to that point in the video.** There were also 2 out of 17 people who believed it would have been a nice feature on the video annotated question to be able to click on an annotation added by a student and have the video go to that time automatically to be able to more easily grade. We believe this would be a great feature for future work, however again it was such a small number of people we this feedback, we did not change this.

- **Bug with selecting the correct feedback item.** There was a known bug in being able to select a piece of feedback on one click. The user had to double click in order to select a piece of feedback. This was mainly an issue with Angular and the way the architecture automatically refreshes different parts of the program at different times. The main functionality has been implemented correctly but we did not deal with forcing Angular to make this work.

**Major Unresolved Issues**

Even with all the feedback provided and modifications made, there are still some major flaws with how the grading system is currently set up. These flaws in the user interface prevent teachers from grading
questions as quickly as we would have liked. There are two main issues with most text annotated questions. First, with the way the interface is currently set up, a teacher cannot add multiple pieces of feedback to one highlight. Second, the teacher is not able to add the same feedback to multiple highlights. We will address how these two issues greatly impact the speed of grading and increase the time grading in most cases. These issues are not present with video annotated questions.

**Multiple feedback to one highlight**

With the current architecture and the way feedback items are set up, a teacher can also only add one feedback to one highlight. We found out that this creates an issue in being able to quickly grading text annotated questions. Because students answer in many more varied ways than we expected, the number of possible feedback items increases by a lot. To illustrate this problem, Student 1 highlights an answer that has three separate parts using one continuous highlight as seen in Figure 6-16. The feedback attached by the teacher for this answer is the one feedback shown in Figure 16, which gives three points for getting all of the expected answers together in one highlight.

![Figure 6-16. Student 1's response and the one feedback item attached.](image)

Student 2 then highlights the same answer in two separate highlights as shown in Figure 6-17. They highlight the first reason in one highlight block and the second and third reasons in another highlight block. This adds two more different feedback items which represent the same answers Student 1 highlighted but in a different combination of highlights.
Next, Student 3 answers the same question as Students 1 and 2 in yet another way. Student 3 highlights the same answer, but splits each of the reasons up into their own individual highlights. These highlights as well as the feedback used on this question are shown in Figure 6-18. We can see that there was only one piece of feedback (“correct reason 1) that could be reused for all the answers, but it was only reused between students 2 and 3, even though all three students answered this question correctly.

The inability to add multiple feedback items to one highlight creates this problem of having to create a large number of feedback items. This causes many different combinations and parts of different answers to need their own unique feedback items. For this example question alone, to grade the responses for 46 students, a teacher would have had to create 27 different feedback items. The list of feedback items used for this question can be seen in Figure 6-19, which shows the many different combinations of feedback needed to be created to make sure the grading was consistent.
This increased number of feedback items correlates with the number of possible output classes used for the machine learning. This then causes the machine learning to train more slowly since there are so many possible output classes and it takes more examples to train correctly.

This issue can also cause potential misgrading errors on the teachers’ side. This can happen if the teacher is unaware of the need to be perfectly consistent about how they grade different combinations of feedback for each question, and this can be extremely hard to ensure. We hand graded each of the questions from the quizzes students took, and even with the knowledge of how consistent we needed to be, we had to go through and grade each question three separate times to make sure we had graded them perfectly consistently across each question. Even after being graded two times, misgrading errors still occurred because of the difficulty for a teacher to be consistent when they cannot attach multiple feedback items to one highlight.

The current user interface prevents the teacher from attaching multiple feedback items to one highlight. If the teacher could attach multiple feedback items to each highlight, in the above example, the student
grades would instead look like Figure 6-20. The teacher would be able to easily reuse the same feedback many times no matter which combination or which way the student chose to answer the question. However, without an entire overhaul of the current architecture and user interface, this is not possible.

Figure 6-20. The feedback that would be attached to these answers if a teacher could attach multiple feedback to one highlight.

**Multiple highlights to one feedback**

Another issue that increases time spent grading for teachers is the design of user interface prevents teachers from being able to add the same feedback to multiple highlights. Based on the quizzes that students took, we realized that there were many possible ways to both incorrectly and correctly answer almost every question. If the teacher is consistently grading, this means that if a question is answered incorrectly by 5 different students in 5 different ways, there will be 5 pieces of feedback instead of one piece of feedback marking each of those 5 answers “incorrect”. This produces the potential for misgrading if a teacher is not exactly consistent with their grading of each answer. This problem will also increase the number of possible output classes, which will cause the auto grading to take more examples.
An example of how this issue can cause misgrading is shown below. Student A answers the question as seen in Figure 6-21, Student B’s answer is shown in Figure 6-22, and Student C’s answer is shown in Figure 6-23. The feedback associated with each of the answers is shown to the right of their responses. As you can see, for Students A and B, the teacher was able to be consistent and attach the feedback “correct paragraph 3” to both of them. These two answers were the most common among most students for this question, and the machine learning began to train on these answers. However, for Student C, since the student highlighted the same area that Student A highlighted in two separate highlights, it made it difficult for the teacher to consistently grade. Since the teacher could not attach the feedback “correct paragraph 3” to both highlights, the feedback for Student C ended up being misclassified because the teacher graded Student C’s answer in a different way due to these restrictions on the user interface. The machine learning trained on the more common examples like Student A and B’s answers and misclassified Student C’s answer because of the way it was graded.

Figure 6-21. Student A’s answer to the question with the corresponding feedback the teacher attached.

Figure 6-22. Student B’s answer to the question with the corresponding feedback the teacher attached.

Figure 6-23. Student C’s answer to the question with the corresponding feedback the teacher attached.
Again, the UI does not provide the means necessary to allow a teacher to mark answers that are all incorrect in the same way with the same feedback. This inability to add the same feedback to multiple highlights will confound the machine learning and cause potential misgrading errors. To fix this issue would require a re-write of the entire user interface.

**Evaluating Grading of Questions**

For text annotated questions, we were not as successful as we had hoped to be with the capabilities of the user interface. Overall, we felt the initial problems with clarity were mostly resolved and the user interface was concise and intuitive for a teacher to be able to easily grade a quiz. However, with the way the students responded to the questions, we discovered some unforeseen issues with the user interface that caused problems with the speed of the automatic grading. We cannot solve these issues with the current user interface. The current user interface confounds the way the answers are represented and creates problems with the machine learning.

If we were to fix this problem, it would include an entire rewrite of the backend functionality. The current system is set up to have a one to one mapping of feedback to highlight/annotation which would need to be changed. The machine learning would also need to be modified in order to account for multiple output classes as a possibility. In addition to rewriting the whole backend system, the interface would also need to be fixed to allow a teacher to attach either multiple feedback items to the same highlight and to be able to reuse the same feedback item on multiple highlights.

For video annotated questions, we did not run into as many issues with the user interface that confounded the grading. We felt we were able to take into account the feedback from teachers and TA’s and make the user interface much more intuitive. Also, for video annotated questions, even though the answers are still diverse across different question, a video question will only ever have one highlight or annotation to one feedback and the current UI is capable of dealing with this situation and can effectively grade them.
7. Machine Learning

We use the process of interactive machine learning by having a teacher grade a student answer, then using that training example, the machine learning algorithm tries to classify as many other possible answers that are similar to the first example. Then the teacher will grade the next unique answer and this process continues until all the questions are graded (either by hand or automatically). With our new software and new question types, our goal for teachers was that they would only hand grade a maximum of 10% of student answers on each quiz they graded. For text annotated questions we did not meet this goal due the issues mentioned previously that were rooted in problems with the user interface. For video annotated questions, we roughly met this goal. Most of the questions were hand graded in under 10% of the responses and the rest of the questions were all graded with less than 15% hand grading. In this chapter we will address the challenge of integrating the machine learning into the grading of these questions.

Text annotation

For a text annotated question, we did not meet our goal for a teacher to be able to grade all the student responses by only hand grading 10% of the answers. This failure to meet the goal was caused by two main problems. First, with the restrictions on the current user interface, a teacher cannot attach multiple feedback items to one highlight. Second, the teacher cannot add the same piece of feedback to multiple highlights. These two issues are common problems found in most text annotated questions.

With the first issue of not being able to attach multiple feedback items to the same feedback using the current user interface causes teachers to have to create many more possible feedback items. They need to create new feedback items for every possible combination of ways students may select different parts of a question. This increases the amount of work the teacher has to do to grade a quiz. This also greatly increases the number of possible output classes the machine learning must classify on. This in turn
increases the number of training examples (or graded answers) that are needed to correctly classify similar answers.

For the second issue of not being able to attach the same feedback to multiple highlights, a similar type of problem is produced. For every possible way a student will answer a question, the teacher must create a unique piece of feedback. This is mostly because a student may answer a certain question with lots of highlights that are either all correct or all incorrect. However, with the current user interface, adding the same piece of feedback to multiple responses is impossible. This causes a teacher to have to create many more feedback items, and similar to the previous issue this will then increase the number of output classes to classify on and increases the number of training examples needed to classify a new answer.

Both of these issues cause potential misgrading errors because of the need to be extremely accurate consistent across every single answer graded. We found that it initially appeared that the machine-learning algorithm was misclassifying some answers. However this was not a problem with the machine learning, but was a problem caused by inconsistency of the teacher grading due to problems with the user interface.

**Results**

Figure 7-1 shows the proportion of students answers that were hand graded versus automatically graded by the machine learning. Each of the five questions has a different number of total highlights because the average number of responses expected per question is different for each question. Questions 1 and 2 had about one highlight per student, question 5 had about two highlights per student, and question 3 and 4 had about three highlights per student. As seen in the graph, for each question except for the first one, the teacher had to hand grade at least 50% of the highlights. This is a lot more than we would have liked for the teacher to grade.
Figure 7-1. A graph of the number of hand graded responses vs. the number of responses that were auto-graded by the machine learning.

Figure 7-2. A graph with a more detailed breakdown of different problems caused by the user interface and how those problems affect the number of highlights a teacher has to hand-grade.

In Figure 7-2, we can more clearly see a breakdown of what caused an increased number of highlights to be hand-graded by the teacher. In the graph, almost all of the hand-graded highlights are accounted for by
the problems of not being able to attach multiple feedback items to the same highlight and not being able to attach the same feedback to multiple highlights.

For the first question, we see a very low number of hand-graded answers as well as a very low number of problems as seen in Figure 7-3 (a segment of the graph from Figure 7-2). This is because there was one clear single answer that 47 out of the 49 students answered in the exact same way. This question along with all the feedback items used to grade this question are shown in Figure 7-4.

![Figure 7-3. Total number of examples vs. user interface issues and hand graded highlights for Question #1.](image)

![Figure 7-4. Question #1 and all the possible feedback used to grade all of the responses.](image)

For the second question, there was more variation in answers. There were also multiple combinations of answers, which increased the number of possible output classes (which increases the number of training examples needed). There were also many ways for students to incorrectly answer the question in different ways, which also increased the number of possible output classes. As seen in Figure 7-5, the number of highlights with these different issues matched the number of highlights that were handgraded.
Figure 7-6 shows the question prompt and Figure 7-7 shows some of the common ways students answered the question (either correctly or incorrectly).

Figure 7-5. Total number of examples vs. user interface issues and hand graded highlights for Question #2.

Figure 7-6. Question #2 and all the possible feedback used to grade all of the responses.
Question 3 had many unforeseen possible correct answers, as well as many different combinations of these correct answers. Both of these issues increased the number of classes and increased the number of hand-graded items needed to train as seen in Figure 7-8. The list of all the possible feedback items that were needed for this question can be seen in Figure 7-9. In Figure 7-10, we see three examples of possible ways that students answered this question.
Figure 7-9. Question #3 and all the possible feedback used to grade all of the responses.

Figure 7-10. Some of the possible ways students answered Question #3.

Question 4 had many issues with not being able to attach the same feedback to multiple highlights when some students would split up their answer into multiple highlights and others would not. This also caused multiple misgrading issues where incorrect feedback was attached to some of those sub-answers and misclassified. Figure 7-11 shows the comparison of these errors for question 4 compared with the number of hand graded highlights. In Figure 7-12 is the question that was asked as well as all the possible feedback the teacher needed to create in order to accurately grade this question. We can see in Figure 7-13 some of the different ways that students answered this question.
Figure 7-11. Total number of examples vs. user interface issues and hand graded highlights for Question #4.

What fact do all three doctors seem to agree on? Highlight in green the part in each that is consistent with the other two.

Figure 7-12. Question #4 and all the possible feedback used to grade all of the responses.

Doctor 1:
Chemotherapy does much more harm than good. Chemotherapy might temporarily destroy the cancer, but it does not cure the cancer. In addition, killing the cancerous cells means poisoning the body with chemicals and toxins. Isotretinoin should actually be the treatment of the last resort, treating it at that stage. Cancer is due to toxins in the body, industrial pollutants, and drugs. Avoiding sugar, exercising, and maintaining a healthy lifestyle—free of toxins, processed food, and other contaminants—is the best approach.

Doctor 2:
Chemotherapy does much more harm than good. Chemotherapy might temporarily destroy the cancer, but it does not cure the cancer. In addition, killing the cancerous cells means poisoning the body with chemicals and toxins. Avoiding sugar, exercising, and maintaining a healthy lifestyle—free of toxins, processed food, and other contaminants—is the best approach.

Doctor 3:
Chemotherapy is effective in the sense that it kills the cancer cells. The downfall is that chemotherapy also kills the healthy cells in the process. Therefore, we should be looking at ways to decrease the amount of chemotherapy needed, so that we are only introducing the minimum amount of toxins into the body. Insulin Potentiating Therapy is a type of chemotherapy in which lower doses of chemotherapy are used because they are combined with insulin. Cancer cells have more insulin receptors than non-cancerous cells; therefore cancer cells will have a biased absorption of such insulin-based chemotherapy when
For the last text question we had students highlight one line of text from two different poems. The question prompt and feedback used for this question can be seen in Figure 7-15. There were no students who highlighted multiple lines of text at once, which is why there were no problems with trying to attach multiple feedback items to one highlight. However, there were many different ways that the students could answer the question correctly or incorrectly as seen in Figure 7-16, which caused there to be a large number of output classes. This again caused there to be more training examples needed to accurately auto-grade the student responses. This can be seen in Figure 7-14 with the comparison of a large number of highlights that had the issue of not being able to attach multiple highlights to one feedback with a large number of highlights that needed to be hand graded.
Highlight in purple the line in each poem by Robert Frost that best illustrates the overall theme.

Figure 7-15. Question #5 and all the possible feedback used to grade all of the responses.
Figure 7-16. Some of the possible ways students answered Question #5. The first column are answers from the first poem and the second column are answers from the second poem.

As seen through these different text annotated questions, although the hand grading needed to completely grade a quiz is about 50% of the highlights, almost all of the hand grading is accounted for by the two main errors found in the user interface. In addition to these two errors, regardless, the machine-learning model requires at least a few hand graded examples to be able to accurately train.
**Video**

Video annotated questions did not manifest any of the above issues in the questions used. Not being able to attach multiple feedback items to one highlight is not an issue. This is because each point in the video is only answering one part of a question, not multiple parts. Not being able to attach multiple answers to the same feedback was not an issue either. With the video questions used, the teacher was asking for one specific part in the video. We thought this could be an issue if the teacher was asking for the students to annotate the video in multiple locations. However, we initially tried grading more specifically with different feedback items and then more generally with only classifying all the correct items with the same feedback, and the training consistently did better or exactly the same with doing more general grading.

With video annotated questions we were much closer to meeting our goal and all the questions were graded in 15% or less of hand graded answers as seen in Figure 7-12. The number of hand graded questions is very close to the number of unique answers that were provided. This is about the minimum number of examples that are needed, which makes sense because each example that is unique must be trained individually. This shows the machine learning did a good job of training on the answers quickly without misclassifying. In Figure 7-13 is a table that shows how many unique answers there were for each question and how many items needed to be handed graded for that question. For each of the questions, the number of annotations hand graded are very close to the number of unique answers which shows that these two issues found in text annotated questions are not found in video annotated questions.
Figure 7-12. A graph of the number of hand graded responses vs. the number of responses that were auto-graded by the machine learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Unique</th>
<th>Hand Graded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7-13. Number of unique responses vs. the number of items hand graded.
8. Implementation Issues

Although many of the challenges we have faced are user interface related, many of these issues were made more difficult at times because of the design and framework of the existing system. There were four main implementation issues that we faced. First of all, with the existing Model View Controller (MVC) structure of the code and the way AngularJS works, adding annotated document and video components did not lend itself very cleanly to this structure. Second, being able to find a way for teachers to upload a document that can be integrated into an HTML Iframe proved to be difficult to integrate into the program as well. Next, the process of implementing the notion of “highlights” proved to be difficult for a number of different reasons. Finally, with the Google App Engine server we used, there were some minor issues that caused us to have to do things a little differently than initially planned.

MVC and Angular Issues

Based on the existing structure of the overall program and implementation details from previous research, integrating in another question type into the software was more difficult than initially expected. The existing software is set up to allow the programmer to create new types of questions with different graphical components. Previous components were created to be able to be drawn on an HTML Canvas object. However, document and video components are not able to be drawn directly on an HTML Canvas. Both of these components are HTML based components, not pixel based, and must be added to the DOM structure instead of to a graphical Canvas object.

However, we initially tried to integrate these objects into the existing MVC architecture. There were a list of “Drawable” objects in the model for the Canvas and as they were added they would then be painted onto the Canvas and whenever a change occurred, they would be repainted. We had two “Drawable”
objects – one for a document and one for a video. However, due to the nature of the two components being HTML based, Angular had some major problems with this. One thing Angular does as a safety precaution is to only allow HTML when it is added in a very specific way to a structure. The way we were previous storing the HTML, was not this specific way, and because of this, we ran into many issues that would prevent Angular from updating when it needs to update certain parts. We tried to attack this issue from a couple different angles, with different work arounds, while trying to maintain the document and video objects as part of the Canvas structure. This did not work either. There were still problems when the document and video components would not update when they needed to. Based on these issues and the mix of trying to combine two logical structures, we decide to use the capability of Angular, and re-write most of the text and video annotated components to follow the rules of Angular and remove these two components from the other existing question components that normally work only on the Canvas.

![Code snippet](image)

*Figure 8-1. The old way of writing one little part of the document component.*
Figure 8.2. The new way of writing the same part of the document component as in Figure 8-1, much more readable and concise. The getStyle() methods return dynamic CSS.

Through this re-write we were able to get rid of a lot of excess code and create more readable and functional code. See Figure 8-1 and figure 8-2 for an example of how using the Angular structure is more concise than what we previously had used. In the old version, we had many functions and classes determining positioning and we were dynamically creating and adding HTML Divs and other components, but in the new Angular way, we were able to use a directive (as seen in Figure 8-2) to create a custom HTML element and create much more readable code.

Overall this rewrite was crucial to have the text and video components functioning properly without circular references and dependencies, as well as updating when any of the components changed in some way. We believe that this effort was successful in that we were able to use Angular in the way it was intended to be used and it ended up helping decrease the amount of code, making the code more readable, as well as solving circular dependencies. We still had some minor unsolved Angular errors, however after attempting to fix these issues, we realize that there are some things in the Angular framework that we cannot control and will not be fixing those minor errors, since there is enough functionality in place to be effective for what we are trying to create.

Format to Upload

For the text annotated question, we wanted to provide an easy way for teachers to be able to embed a text file into our application. For whatever format the text came in, we needed to find a way to get the text
into an HTML format to be able embed it into an HTML Iframe. Initially, we toyed with the idea of writing our own converter between a Microsoft Word document and HTML, but soon discovered this could be very time consuming to figure out how to best convert the document, while retaining most of the properties of the original document in HTML. We instead found a public NPM module, mammoth [1] which solved our problem of converting a docx file to an html file.

Mammoth proved to be quite complex to integrate into our system. It is a module still early in development without much support or documentation. The main difficulty was trying to figure out how to get the blob stream from a document that was uploaded to the Google App Engine and use that document stream to be converted to HTML with Mammoth.

However after working on integrating this module into the system, we were able to integrate the capability for a teacher to upload a docx file and store the converted HTML text of the document. This HTML could then be embedded directly into the Iframe for a specific document.

Also, as stated above, there were some issues with Angular initially when trying to store the HTML of the document in the non-Angular way. Angular prevents that ability because of possible security issues. After the refactor mentioned previously, we were able to effectively store the converted HTML in a safe way that was acceptable to Angular standards.

We believe this solution was successful because a user can upload a MS Word document (currently .docx only), it will be converted to html, and is then able to be set up for highlighting (which we will discuss in the next section). Possible future work that could be done in this area would be to expand to more file formats, being able to upload an html document directly, or provide a URL and choose which part of the webpage would be embedded into the Iframe.
Implementing Text Highlights

The process of implementing highlights on both text and video was a challenge and took a couple different attempts to figure out the best way that would work the best. The different parts to this challenge include preparing the text for the highlights, how to best store the highlights, and how to best integrate them into the HTML Iframe.

Before we could add highlights into the document, we had to somehow keep track of where each highlight is located. We created a custom attribute “data-tagid” that was added to each HTML tag as a preprocessing step with an increasing index value on each element. This would be used to keep track of which div or span a highlight starts and ends.

After this preprocessing step, when a student selects a certain portion of the Iframe, we take the selection, and calculate the start and end div values as well as the start and end position within each of those divs. For example a highlight may start on div 4 position 27 and end on div 6 position 3. After calculating these positions and taking into account the color used by the student, this new “highlight” is added to an overall list of highlights. Before, we tried to add a new selection immediately into the Iframe after something was selected, however, since highlights may continually be added out of the order of the document, the highlights were running over each other and overlapping with each other. So we determined that we needed to store the list of highlights, and then sort that list from the bottom of the file to the top. If highlights could be sorted from the bottom to top and then added, we could get around this issue of overlap.

After sorting the list of highlights, we can then add the highlights into the Iframe. This is done by creating a new span around the selected text and changing the background color of that span. This is simple, but it is essential that is done in the correct order or the spans will overlap and the start and stop positions will get misaligned and end up highlight the wrong text. With the updated Angular way of
doing things, the highlight implementation became much simpler to automatically update the highlights when any changes happened (i.e. color change, or deleting a highlight).

![Figure 8-3. An example of a tooltip on a highlight.](image)

In addition, when a highlight is added, it also adds a corresponding tooltip as seen in Figure 8-3 that is initially hidden until the highlight is hovered over, and then allows the student to change the color of the highlight or remove it. These tooltips were also initially implemented in a much more complex way in the previous structure, but with the Angular refactor, we were able to create a tooltip directive (a custom tooltip tag) which was able to be used whenever a new highlight was added and is much simpler. This not only helped with making the position and style of the tooltips much more simple, but also for showing and hiding certain tooltips at certain times.

**Implementing Video Highlights**

Video “highlights” or annotations were stored similarly but implemented quite differently. Each video has a list of “highlights” with a position and color. We use the Youtube API in order to determine the point where the video is paused and add a marking in that specific position. Order is not as important in this case, because we do not have to worry about overlapping highlights.
We believe we have been successful in solving this problem for a few reasons. First, highlights can be added anywhere in a text document or along a video timeline without messing up any other highlights before or after the current highlight. Second, the functionality to remove a highlight from a text document or a video is effective and does not change any other existing highlights. Also, a student can change the color of a specific highlight after it has been added for both a text highlight and a video highlight. There is also functionality to be able to extend an already existing document highlight by selecting over a portion that has already been highlighted. This was extra functionality added toward the end of implementation that users expected/desired. We believe this is a hard problem and feel we have been successful in implementing the idea of highlights for a text document and video.

**Google App Engine Issues**

Google App Engine was the server and data store already in use for this software. Previously it was only used to upload picture files. However, with the addition of a video annotated question, meant that bigger file sizes would be uploaded. We found that uploading a video over a certain size will not upload or play correctly. The video size is quite limiting and any video over about 30 seconds in length is usually too big to upload and completely play. With this issue, not being in the position to re-implement the whole backend of the existing system, we decided to go another route. Instead, we take the URL of a YouTube video and simply embed the video into our application, instead of serving the URL ourselves. This way we are able to embed a video of any length without any worry of length of the video being too long.

We believe this is a viable option for the time being. The scope of this research does not include rewriting an entire backend and server, however in the future this would be something important to do. It would be very useful to be able to serve video of any length and in any format (currently we can only embed videos that are on YouTube). For now, allowing YouTube to serve the videos and embedding them into our site is sufficient and we are still able to allow students to annotate those videos.
9. Summary

The problem we attempted to solve was to create a new type of question for teachers and students that is quickly gradable, provides feedback quickly to students, and is intuitive and easy for teacher to create and students to take. This problem of having to create and grade questions that are a good test of knowledge without taking hours to grade is a big pain point for many teachers. Many teachers spend a lot of time grading tests and assignments and if this time could be shortened, it could be used to help students better understand difficult concepts.

Our solution was to create two new types of questions: text and video annotated questions. Each of these questions can be easily created, easily taken, and somewhat easily graded. There are still some major limitations in the user interface for grading, however, even with these limitations, a teacher at the most has to grade about 50% of the students’ responses and the software we have developed will automatically grade the other 50%. In the best-case scenario, a teacher only has to grade a little less than 10% of the student answers and the rest will automatically be graded. Overall we met most of our main goals, except for the fact that the grading interface could be revamped to help decrease the number of student responses graded even more.

There is potential for future work. First of all, through even more user studies, we could refine the overall flow of taking a quiz to make the whole experience more intuitive and consistent (for this research we only focused on the process of taking questions, not the flow of the entire software). We could also improve some of the UI components that were feature improvements some students would have liked. This includes adding functionality to be able to slide a video annotation to a different after it was added, instead of having to remove the annotation and then add another one. Another component that could be
added would be to include a widget on a video annotated question similar to a text annotated question for the teacher to be able to move from one annotation to another while grading a quiz.

Another aspect of this that could be focused on in future work would be to provide a better video server. We realized late in the process that the Google App Engine does not have the capability to serve and play large video files. This was an issue we worked around by allowing YouTube to do the serving. However, in the future we would like to be able to allow a teacher to upload any video and be able to embed it into a question.

In the future, in addition to solely being able to add videos, we would like to add the functionality for audio clips to be uploaded and played. This could include things like having students review a teacher’s lecture and marking different points in it. Most of the functionality would be able to be reused, but some of the UI components would need to be modified and/or added.

Another approach to solving this problem would be to have users interact differently with the interface than only using a mouse and keyboard on a computer. These approaches could include using a stylus on a touch screen to highlight text, or only allow users to highlight with their fingers on a touch screen. These methods have the potential of being more intuitive for students because with touch screen interfaces, there is typically less button pressing and more direct interaction with elements on the screen. For teachers the touch screen interface may be helpful as well because there is not much typing involved with creating or grading (only to write the question prompt or to add feedback), and the touch screen interface could be more intuitive to select different highlights to grade or widgets to add to the screen.

For the video questions, users could also potentially watch a video and give voice commands when to stop. This may be a feasible option, however, as many students do their homework in a library or a setting with other students around, it may not be particularly useful to this type of application.

Finally, in discovering the limitations of the interface for teachers to grade questions, future work that could be done would be to completely revamp the structure and interface for grading to allow teachers to
be able to add multiple feedback items to one highlight as well as allowing teachers to add the same feedback item to multiple highlights.
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